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Tim Young Editor
Education Avid 324: Symphony Finishing Effects and Colour Correction. VET London (2004)

Avid 101: Media Composer Fundamentals I. VET London (2004)
MPhil in Media and Culture. University of Glasgow (1997)
MA (Cantab) in French and Spanish, University of Cambridge (1996)
AVID-certified Instructor

Awards 2022 RTS Awards Scotland: Extraordinary Escapes with Sandi Toksvig (Entertainment & Features)

Language Fluent in English, Spanish and French

Broadcast Credits

Extraordinary Escapes with Sandi Toksvig, Series 1- 3 Tuesday’s Child Channel 4
8 x 47 min Documentary
Sandi Toksvig explores some of the UK's most remote and beautiful holiday destinations, accompanied by some of
her favourite women.

The Fringe, Fame and Me Oxford Film & Television BBC2
88 min Feature Documentary
Told by the stars who first found fame at the Edinburgh Fringe, this is the inside story of what it takes to make a name
here, from those who enjoyed overnight success, to those who slogged for years to make it.

Flight Club Mentorn Scotland BBC3
30 min Observational Documentary
It follows the young staff and crew of Loganair as they lift the lid on what a career-high in the clouds is all about. It’s an
aspirational series that will show that there is more to the job than just flying passengers from A to B.

Extraordinary Escapes with Sandi Toksvig, Christmas Special Tuesday’s Child Channel 4
47 min Documentary
For the special Christmas edition, Sandi Toksvig heads to Norway for a series of adventures.

The Great British Photography Challenge Storyboard Studios BBC4
4 x 59 min Documentary
Six talented amateur photographers spend several weeks travelling the United Kingdom competing in a series of
challenges to see who will be crowned the inaugural winner of the Great British Photography Challenge.

Inside Central Station, Series 1 and 3 STV Studios BBC Scotland
58 min Observational Documentary
The series goes behind the scenes at Glasgow Central, Scotland’s busiest train station and home of the biggest
suburban network outside London.
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This Farming Life, Series 1 - 4 BBC Studios BBC2
8 x 59 min Documentary
Across Scotland and Northern Ireland, the struggles and triumphs of farmers and their families are documented to
give a unique perspective into the lives of those providing the nation with milk, meat and more.

The Age of the Image BBC Studios BBC4
60 min Documentary
Historian James Fox investigates our complex and changing relationship with the image in the modern age.

The Great British Urine Test Firecracker Channel 5
90 min Documentary
Dr Christian Jessen and Dr Amir Khan test the nation's health from their pee and see how urine can reveal early
warning signs for many life-threatening diseases.

Nico’s Menu Mission Matchlight BBC Scotland
28 min Observational Documentary
As the restaurant scene in the UK has never been tougher, 29-year-old Scottish chef Nico Simeone is expanding his
empire.

Novels that Shaped our World IWC Media BBC2
60 min Documentary
Reflecting on how the power of the British and American novel, affected change throughout the 19th and 20th
centuries. With key moments from novels brought to life with dramatic performances and readings.

Getting Hitched Asian Style Firecracker BBC Scotland
58 min Observational Documentary
A team of wedding planners in Scotland arranges some of the biggest marriages of the year, keeping in mind the
rituals that are requisite for Asian couples.

Puppy School Red Sky Channel 4
46 min Factual Entertainment
Three of the UK's leading dog experts coach new owners on raising a puppy.

How Your Other Half Spends Firecrest BBC Scotland
54 min Factual Entertainment
Two couples with out-of-control spending reveal all their financial dirty laundry. Secrets are exposed as the couples
reveal their spending habits to their other halves.

Scotland from the Sky, Series 2 BBC Studios BBC1
54 min Factual Entertainment
In an exhilarating mix of aviation adventure and historical detective work, presenter James Crawford takes to the skies
to explore Scotland's cities, coasts and countryside.
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Mini Disco Divas Firecracker BBC Scotland
30 min Factual Entertainment
The series explores the lives of Scottish school children who take part in the highly competitive freestyle disco dancing
scene, competing throughout the country and practising for long hours as well as attending rigorous dance classes.

Flipping Profit Hello Halo BBC1
45 min Factual Entertainment
An antique expert, a market trader and an upcycler compete to make the most money for Children in Need.

Supershoppers Savers Special Firecrest Channel 4
47 min Factual Entertainment
Anna and Sabrina investigate some of the 'dirty tricks' used to manipulate online reviews. A supermarket price check
reveals the cost of convenience.

Last Commanders Objective CBBC
30 min Factual Entertainment
Sci-fi adventure gameshow. Can four teams of Commanders successfully guide their avatars on a mission to help Skye
fight back against rogue A.I. Sciron for freedom?

Emergency Helicopter Medics Tern TV Channel 4
47 min Observational Documentary
Various teams of medical professionals across Britain use an air ambulances to reach those who are in desperate
need of medical attention.

The Big Painting Challenge BBC Studios BBC1
58 min Factual Entertainment
Passionate amateur artists undertake an intensive, six-week, artistic boot camp in a bid to perfect their skills and be
crowned the overall champion.

The Forest Tern TV BBC Scotland
30 min Observational Documentary
Filmed over the course of six months, this spectacular series follows the extraordinary men and women who live
and work in the Galloway Forest; from highly skilled chainsaw operators harvesting trees from the forest’s most
dangerous terrain to the Wildlife Rangers protecting rare and endangered species; and from the tree planters
who’ve planted a million trees to the sawmill workers who power through 20,000 logs a day.

MND and 22-year-old Me BBC Scotland BBC2
59 min Documentary
Twenty-two-year-old Lucy Lintott is the youngest person with motor neurone disease in Scotland. Over a six-month
period, this lover of food and country music reveals how she is struggling to hold on to her personality and her
infectious laugh.
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Scotland’s Superhospital, Series 2 BBC Studios BBC Scotland
60 min Observational Documentary
The series follows the staff and patients of four of Glasgow's oldest hospitals as they leave their old, iconic, buildings
behind and all move into one brand new, state-of-the-art, Superhospital.

Highland Midwives, Series 2 Matchlight Channel 5
60 min Observational Documentary
What happens if you’re pregnant and due to having a baby in the Scottish Highlands and you live a hundred – even
hundreds of – miles from a city hospital? Then your health, and the safety of your baby, lie in the hands of some
very special women – the Highland Midwives.

Sold! Inside the World’s Biggest Auction House Matchlight BBC1
59 min Documentary
Two-part series following business at Christie's, the world's largest auction house, as staff, experts, advisers and
buyers set art trends, prices and records.

The River Tern TV BBC Scotland
29 min Observational Documentary
Welcome to life along the River Tweed. A Borders land of characters. From rugby to racehorses, common ridings to
mountain biking, salmon fishing to a chocolate factory. The River has it all.

Beyond the Battlefield: 100 yrs of Erskine BBC Studios BBC Scotland
60 min Observational Documentary
A century ago, at the height of the First World War, a hospital was set up to care for Scotland's injured and limbless
soldiers returning from the trenches. It became a national institution, touching the lives of tens of thousands.

Robbie Coltrane’s Critical Evidence IWC Media Crime+Investigation
43 min Observational Documentary
Robbie Coltrane examines the most complex and baffling murder cases ever to be investigated by British police,
starting in Great Yarmouth.

Countryside 999, Series 2 - 4 BBC Studios BBC1
43 min Observational Documentary
Series following the emergency services in rural Britain who negotiate huge distances, difficult terrain and often
dreadful weather to care for and protect the public.

The Day I Met the Queen BBC Studios BBC1
60 min Factual Entertainment
Aled Jones, Jennie Bond, John Craven, Carol Kirkwood and Ainsley Harriott search the country for everyday people
who have met the Queen and have extraordinary stories.
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Masters of the Pacific Coast IWC Media BBC4
59 min Documentary
Archaeologist Dr Jago Cooper travels along the 1,400-mile coastline of Northwest America to explore how local
tribes’ understanding of their environment allowed them to develop a resilient culture.

The TV That Made Me Raise the Roof BBC1
45 min Factual Entertainment
Brian Conley presents a show that takes celebrities back to memorable TV moments. Special guests join Brian as
they take a nostalgic journey through a series of archived television clips.

The Secret Life of Books, Series 1 and 2 BBC Studios BBC4
30 min Documentary
Great Expectations, Jane Eyre, and Great Expectations are just a few of the classic works of fiction that we all know
and love. But how well do we really know them? In this series, presenters revisit original manuscripts and diaries of
the authors themselves to reveal new insights into classic literature.

Homes Under the Hammer, Series 15 - 19 Lion TV BBC1
60 min Factual
The show follows new and experienced buyers at auctions bidding on usually run-down properties. Subsequently, it
follows them on their renovation project for either a rental or resale profit or loss.

The Inca: Masters of the Clouds IWC Media BBC4
60 min Documentary
Dr Jago Cooper travels through Peru and Ecuador to reassess the origins, accomplishments and nature of one of the
greatest empires the world has ever seen.

Celebrity Antiques Road Trip STV BBC1
60 min Factual
Antiques experts accompany celebrities on a road trip around the UK searching for treasures and competing to
make the most money at auction.

Trust Me, I’m a Doctor BBC Studios BBC1
29 min Factual
Medical experts provide health as well as nutrition-based tips to people to help them lead healthy lives. They also
discuss popular health claims and deconstruct myths surrounding the topic.

Kirstie’s Fill Your Home for Free Raise The Roof Channel 4
47 min Factual Entertainment
Kirstie Allsopp and her team of experts transform homes with freecycle goods from her pop-up shop.

Phil Spencer: Secret Agent Raise The Roof Channel 4
60 min Factual Entertainment
Phil goes on a secret mission, investigating the reasons why some folks have trouble selling their house. He then
furnishes a list of problems they must rectify to be able to make a successful sale.
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Monty Don’s French Gardens Lion Televisions BBC1
60 min Factual Entertainment
Monty Don, a veteran presenter of gardening programmes, travels through France telling the stories of its most
important and extravagant gardens.

Lost Kingdoms of Central America IWC Media BBC4
60 min Documentary
Dr Cooper explores South America's lost civilisations and explains how they helped shape modern culture. Including
facts about Christopher Columbus, the Mayans, and the world's oldest ball game.

Lost Kingdoms of South America IWC Media BBC4
60 min Documentary
Dr Jago Cooper goes on a journey in search of South America's lost kingdoms. He travels to Peru, Bolivia and
Colombia in order to examine evidence that will shed light on ancient civilisations.

Lost Kingdoms of Africa IWC Media BBC4
60 min Documentary
British art historian Dr Gus Casely-Hayford explores the pre-colonial history of some of Africa's most important
kingdoms

Elizabeth, Queen of Scots Finestripe BBC4
60 min Factual Entertainment
An affectionate look at the Queen’s relationship with Scotland and the Scots. It was an association that grew in
strength throughout her 70-year reign. What was the nature of that bond and what does the future hold for the
Royal family in Scotland now?

Behind Closed Doors Matchlight BBC2
60 min Documentary
A history documentary about Georgian design.

Unequal Opportunities with John Humphrys Matchlight BBC2
59 min Documentary
The broadcaster examines the reasons behind the educational attainment gap between advantaged and
disadvantaged pupils, visiting schools and meeting parents, teachers and children.

Dispatches - Chasing the Gunrunners Crocodile Media Channel 4
45 min Documentary, Online and Offline Editor
For two years, Dispatches has followed an undercover police operation as it tracked a criminal gang trying to
smuggle guns into Britain. The painstaking work of Lancashire's Serious and Organised Crime Unit culminated in the
seizure of a vehicle in Dover containing drugs, weapons and ammunition, and led to the successful conviction of
over 20 people involved in this international crime ring.
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The Culture Show BBC Scotland BBC2
60 min Factual
This program features the art critic, Andrew Graham Dixon, presenting the best of the month's arts and culture
news, covering books, art, film, architecture and more.

Online

Money on my Mind Storyboard Studios Channel 4
8 min Feature Documentary
A brand-new show for the broadcaster’s social media channels that explores how people can develop a more positive
relationship with money.

Work History

2003 - Present Freelance Broadcast TV Editor
I have edited several hundred hours of TV to the highest broadcast standards. From
working closely with producers and directors to working remotely from home, I have
used my technical and communication skills to build a strong reputation as a team
player who can add significant value to any production.

1998 - 2003 Senior Editor, Speakeasy Productions
I started out there as a runner and over 5 busy years I became Senior Editor. I
oversaw the running of 6 edit suites, created engaging corporate films and trained
up a team of editors. I worked on OBs, and live events and earned my first broadcast
credits.
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